COMML.JDP/307
JODHPUR VIDYUT VITRAN NIGAM LIMITED
Dt.16-02-2006

NoJdVVNLlCE(CPM)/SE(RA&C)/JU/2005-06/D.1938

ORDER
Sub: Organizing Camp in Kachi Basties of Urban areas.
During Video Conferencing done by the Chairman, Discoms on 15-12-05,
it has been pointed out by the Collector, Udaipur that BPL families residing in Kachhi
Basties are not able to obtain the relief granted in tariff by the Govt. of Rajasthan. To
resolve this issue, it has been decided that camps should be organized in such Kachhi
Basties of cities to mitigate the above problem and also other grievances of consumers of
Kachhi Basties.
These camps are required to be organized necessarily within one month's
period positively i.e. upto oih March, 2006 and the duration of the camp shall be for a
minimum period of one day but may be extended as per actual requirement of work load.
In the proposed camps, the following activities are required to be
performed:
1. The tariff for domestic light connections in respect of BPL families
living in Kachhi Basties of urban areas is subsidized by the State Govt.
Presently, the energy rate for such consumers is 85 paisa/unit for first
50 units per month and the fixed charges are @ Rs.50.00 per
connection as prescribed in circular Comml.JDP/292 dated 24-102005. It has been reported that many BPL families (consumers) living
in the Kachhi Basties are not aware of this facility. The inhabitants of
Kachhi Basties should be educated about this facility and their tariff
shall be corrected on the spot any consumer produce the document of
its BPL family at the spot.
2. The applications for new connections may also be accepted on the spot
and connections be released there itself.
3. The bare conductors of LT lines should be replaced by AB conductor
positively. It may also be ensured that in case the street light
conductor is existing in the Kachhi Basties, the same should also
replaced by AB conductor.
4. Push fit meters should be installed for the existing connections of
inhabitants of Kachhi Basties and armoured PVC service line be
provided.
5. Other grievances received be also resolved.
6. The concerned Executive Engineer shall also be available in such
camps.
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